[Senescent cells: a target in osteo-articular diseases].
Our societies are facing with the emergence of an exponential number of patients with age-related degenerative chronic diseases such as osteoarthritis or osteoporosis. The "better" aging will thus be at the center of the next medical challenges in order to delay the loss of independence of the elderly and reduce costs of our health services. Over the last 5 years, based on innovative mouse models or in vitro studies, several research teams have demonstrated that many age-related degenerative diseases have in common a deleterious accumulation of so-called senescent cells in their respective deficient tissues. Thus, under the concept of senolysis, it has been proposed to target pharmacologically in vivo these cells to eliminate them and thus delay the emergence of these chronic diseases of the elderly subject. We propose here to summarize the recent strategies applied for the identification of novel senolytics and their uses in osteoarthritis and osteoporosis therapies.